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Castlegem providing high end and premium Virtual Privater Servers (VPS).
Castlegem has been providing VPS services for many years now, without the numerous
disadvantages that often come with shared resources such as I/O bottlenecks, slow
CPUs, or network congestions. Castlegem guarantees resources are not oversubscribed,
and since the fourth quarter of 2011 Castlegem has been offering two new VPS services:
premium guest systems, and SSD based virtual private server (VPS) systems.
Normally, each node of a cluster or system has, on average, around 15-20 guests. This
is not a particularly high number in itself already, and the guarantee for nonoversubscription holds in all cases, but there are customers who require a bit more than
just excellent performance, they require outstanding performance without the need to
go for a dedicated server as of yet. For these discerning customers Castlegem now offers
the so called premium option: a guarantee that the node will not be shared with more
than 5 other guests. This option is priced at only £ 10 per month net, and given how
today's CPUs handle typical web applications and the starting price for VPS systems with
Castlegem is as low as £ 6 per month net, this is an excellent cost to performance ratio,
giving our customers near dedicated performance at a price that cannot be matched.
The second improvement and upgrade option available now is SSD technology.
Customers requiring particularly high I/O performance can now opt for SSD based disk
space at a small premium. This option should be considered carefully as Castlegem is
already known and proven to provide high end I/O performance with their SATA/SAS
based systems.
All server hardware is state of the art, with latest Intel Xeon and E3 CPUs, and latest
AMD Opteron 4184 CPUs. All hardware is 100% server grade, including Enterprise disks
with Hardware Raid controllers. No desktop components are ever being used.
Castlegem supports both Linux and Windows guests, and Castlegem is a proud Red Hat
partner and CentOS sponsor.
http://www.castlegem.co.uk/vps.php
Enquire now and check out http://www.castlegem.co.uk
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